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Abstract
The altitude of a graphG is the largest integer k such that for each linear ordering f of its edges,G
has a (simple) path P of length k for which f increases along the edge sequence of P . We determine
a necessary and sufﬁcient condition for cubic graphs with girth at least ﬁve to have altitude three
and show that for r4, r-regular graphs with girth at least ﬁve have altitude at least four. Using this
result we show that some snarks, including all but one of the Blanus˘a type snarks, have altitude three
while others, including the ﬂower snarks, have altitude four.We construct an inﬁnite class of 4-regular
graphs with altitude four.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
For undeﬁned terminology and notation we refer the reader to [5].
An edge ordering of the graphG= (V ,E) is a one-to-one function f fromE to the set of
positive integers. For e ∈ E, we call f (e) the label of e, and use e and f (e) interchangeably.
Denote the set of all edge orderings ofG byF. Forf ∈F, a path ofG forwhichf increases
along the edge sequence is called an f -ascent of G, and a (k, f )-ascent if it has length k.
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Fig. 1. Minimal graphs with altitude three.
We denote a (k, f )-ascent whose edges (in sequence) have labels e1, . . . , ek by (e1 . . . ek).
A (k, f )-ascent is maximal if it cannot be extended to a (k+ 1, f )-ascent. The height h(f )
of f is the maximum length of an f -ascent. The altitude (G) of G, ﬁrst considered by
Chvátal and Komlós [6] for complete graphs, is deﬁned by
(G)= min
f∈F
h(f ).
Thus (G) is the greatest integer k such that G has a (k, f )-ascent for each edge ordering
f ∈F. Note that (G)2 if G has a vertex of degree at least two, and if H is a subgraph
of G, then (H)(G).
Chvátal and Komlós [6] also considered the corresponding problem in the case where
f -ascents are trails, not necessarily paths. Let (G) be the parameter corresponding to (G)
in this instance. It was shown by Graham and Kleitman [10] that (K3)= 3, (K5)= 5 and
(Kn)= n− 1 otherwise. On the other hand, (Kn) is unknown for n9; see e.g. [3]. For
this reason subsequent work focussed on  rather than ; to the best of our knowledge  has
not been considered for other classes of graphs.
For further work on the altitude of graphs, the reader is referred to [1–4,7,8,10,14,15].
We only mention the forbidden subgraph characterization of graphs with altitude two by
Bialostocki and Roditty [2]. The forbidden subgraphs are shown to be the odd cycles and the
six graphs in Fig. 1.Although there does not exist such an elegant characterization of graphs
with = 3 (and no characterization of any kind is imminent), we obtain a characterization
of cubic graphs with girth at least ﬁve and  = 3. This class includes some snarks, while
other snarks are shown to have = 4.
Good lower bounds for  are, in general, difﬁcult to obtain. The lower bound (Kn)>
1
2 (
√
4n− 3− 1) obtained in [10] is weak even for small n, but still the best known bound
for (Kn). We show that graphs with minimum degree at least four and girth at least ﬁve
have 4, and construct a class of 4-regular graphs with = 4.
2. Known results and more deﬁnitions
Altitude upper bounds are established using the followingmethods, also used in [3,4,7,10,
14,15]. Let P = (E1, . . . , Et ) be an ordered partition of the edge set E of G (such as an
edge colouring of G with a linear order imposed on the set of colours) and let f be any
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edge ordering of G satisfying
ei ∈ Ei and ej ∈ Ej , where i < j, implies f (ei)< f (ej ).
Such an edge ordering is called P-consistent.
For i = 1, . . . , t we use the abbreviations fi = f |Ei andGi =G[Ei] (the subgraph ofG
induced by Ei); note that fi is an edge ordering of Gi .
Let f be P-consistent. In the edge sequence X of any f -ascent of G, for each i < j ,
edges in Ei precede edges in Ej . Hence X=X1, . . . , Xt , where Xi (possibly empty) is an
fi-ascent of Gi .
Proposition 1 (Burger et al. [3], Roditty et al. [14]). ForanygraphG,(G)∑ti=1 (Gi).
Judicious choice of the ordered partition P and the P-consistent edge ordering f often
enables us to improve the upper bound of Proposition 1. Such a choice may allow us to ﬁnd
consecutive sets Ej , . . . , Ek so that the maximum length of an ascent in f |(Ej ∪ · · · ∪Ek)
is equal to
∑k
i=j(Gi) − c for some c > 0, in which case it is easily seen that the bound
may be improved to
∑t
i=1(Gi)− c. For example, ifGi andGi+1 are vertex disjoint, then
no edge of Ei+1 may follow an edge of Ei in an f -ascent . Hence  (considered as an
edge set) satisﬁes  ∩ Ei = ∅ or  ∩ Ei+1 = ∅, and the upper bound may be decreased by
min{(Gi), (Gi+1)}. In particular we have the following result, where ′(G) denotes the
chromatic index of G.
Proposition 2 (Burger et al. [3], Yuster et al. [15]). (i) If G has components G1, . . . ,Gt ,
then (G)=maxti=1{(Gi)}.
(ii) If P = (E1, . . . , Et ) is a partition of E such that Gi is 1-regular for each i, then
(Gi)= 1 and hence (G) t .
(iii) If G has maximum degree , then (G)′(G)+ 1.
We deduce from the above discussion that in determining the height of an edge ordering
f ofG, it is not actually the labels of the edges ofG under f that are of prime importance,
but the relative order of the labels of the edges incident with each vertex. We therefore
deﬁne a bilabelling g of G to be a labelling of the edges incident with each vertex u of G
with the integers 1, . . . , deg u, i.e. each edge e= uv has two labels gu(e) ∈ {1, . . . , deg u}
and gv(e) ∈ {1, . . . , deg v}, and all integers in the set {1, . . . , deg u} occur as labels of
the edges incident with u. To simplify notation we write g(uv) for gu(uv) and g(vu) for
gv(uv); i.e.
• g(uv) denotes the label of uv at u, while g(vu) denotes the label of uv at v.
Given an edge ordering f and bilabelling g ofG, if g has the property that for each vertex
u and all edges uvi incident with u, g(uvi)< g(uvj ) if and only if f (uvi)< f (uvj ), i, j ∈
{1, . . . , deg u}, we call g the essence (f ) or simply  of f . A bilabelling of G is essential
if it is the essence of some edge ordering f of G. Note that (f ) is uniquely determined
by f , but an essential labelling may be the essence of several distinct edge orderings. See
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Fig. 2. An edge-ordering (bold) of the Petersen graph of height four and its essence.
Fig. 2 for an edge ordering of the Petersen graph P indicated by bold numerals, with its
essence in normal numerals; it will be shown in Section 4 that (P )= 4.
Thus an f -ascent with vertex sequence u0, u1, . . . , uk corresponds to an (f )-sequence
(s1t1 . . . sktk), called the f -essential sequence of , where si = (ui−1ui), ti = (uiui−1)
and ti < si+1 for each i = 1, . . . , k − 1. An edge uv is called a switch if (uv) = (vu),
otherwise it is called a carrier. The edge uv in Fig. 2 is a carrier while uw is a switch. In
particular, we say uv is a (k.l)-switch if k = l and (uv)= k, (vu)= l, and a k-carrier if
(uv) = (vu) = k. When we wish to emphasize that uv is a (k.l)-switch (k-carrier) with
respect to the bilabelling g, we say that uv is a g-(k.l)-switch (g.k-carrier).
Edge orderings f and f ′ of G with (f ) = , (f ′) = ′, are isomorphic if there exists
an automorphism  : V → V such that (uv)= ′((u)(v)) for all u ∈ V and all edges
uv incident with u. In particular if  = ′, then f and f ′ are isomorphic with  = 1 (the
identity), even though f and f ′ may be distinct edge orderings of G.
3. Properties of essential labellings
We prove that the height of an f -ordering is determined by its essence by showing that
isomorphic edge orderings have equal heights.
Proposition 3. If the edge orderings f and f ′ of G are isomorphic, then h(f )= h(f ′).
Proof. Suppose  is a (k, f )-ascent in G for some integer k; say  has vertex sequence
u0, u1, . . . , uk and f -essential sequence (s1t1 . . . sktk). Then for each i = 1, . . . , k − 1,
ti < si+1. Let  be an automorphism such that (uv)= ′((u)(v)) for all u ∈ V and all
edges uv incident with u. Also, let s′i = ′((ui−1)(ui)), t ′i = ′((ui)(ui−1)) for each
i = 1, . . . , k − 1. It follows immediately that ′ with f ′-essential sequence (s′1t ′1 . . . s′kt ′k)
is a (k, f ′)-ascent. Thus every (k, f )-ascent in G corresponds to a (k, f ′)-ascent and the
converse follows similarly. Thus there is a one-to-one correspondence between (k, f )- and
(k, f ′)-ascents in G and the result follows. 
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Not all bilabellings are essential labellings. For example, let V (K3) = {u, v,w} and
g(uv)=g(vw)=g(wu)=1, g(vu)=g(wv)=g(uw)=2. Then any possible edge ordering
f with essence g satisﬁes f (uv)>f (vw)>f (wu)>f (uv), which is absurd. We next
give a characterization of essential labellings.
If H is a subgraph of G and g is a bilabelling of G, then the bilabelling of H induced
by g is the bilabelling gH of H obtained by relabelling the edges incident with each ver-
tex u of H with the integers 1, 2, . . . , degHu such that gH (uvi)< gH (uvj ) whenever
g(uvi)< g(uvj ).
Lemma 4. Every bilabelling of a tree has a 1-carrier.
Proof. The statement is clearly true for K2. Assume it is true for all n-vertex trees, let T
be an n + 1-vertex tree and g a bilabelling of T . Let u be a leaf of T and v the support
vertex adjacent to u. If uv is a 1-carrier, then we are done. So suppose not. Then g(uv)= 1
and g(vu)2. Consider the tree T ′ = T − u with induced bilabelling g′ (for short). By
hypothesis T ′ has a g′ − 1-carrier e. Since g(vu)2, it follows that for each vertex x of
T ′ and each edge xy of T ′ incident with x, g′(xy)= 1 if and only if g(xy)= 1. Thus e is a
g − 1-carrier of T as required. 
Theorem 5. Let g be a bilabelling of G. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) The bilabelling g is essential.
(ii) Every subgraph H of G with induced bilabelling gH has a gH − 1-carrier.
(iii) Every cycle C of G with induced bilabelling gC has a gC − 1-carrier.
Proof. (i)⇒ (ii): Let f be any edge ordering ofGwith essence g,H an arbitrary subgraph
of G and e0 the edge that satisﬁes f (e0)= mine∈E(H){f (e)}. Then e0 is a gH − 1-carrier
of H .
Trivially, (ii)⇒ (iii).
(iii) ⇒ (ii): Let H be an arbitrary subgraph of G and S a maximal spanning subgraph
of H with induced bilabelling gS such that S has a gS − 1-carrier. By Lemma 4, such a
subgraph exists because any spanning tree ofH has this property. If S=H we are done. So
suppose S is a proper spanning subgraph ofH , e= uv ∈ E(H)−E(S) and R= S + e. By
the choice of S,R does not have a gR−1-carrier and thus e is adjacent to all gS−1-carriers
of S, implying that S has at least one and at most two gS − 1-carriers (as each end vertex
of e is incident with at most one 1-carrier).
Suppose ﬁrstly thatw, z are vertices such that uw, vz are gS−1-carriers. Then gS(uw)=
gS(wu)= gS(vz)= gS(zv)= 1, while in R, gR(uw), gR(vz)> 1. But this is only possible
if gR(uv)= gR(vu)= 1, in which case e is a gR − 1-carrier, which it is not.
Thus we may assume without loss of generality that uw is the unique gS − 1-carrier, so
that in R, gR(uv) = 1, gR(vu)> 1, and whenever gR(xy) = 1 for some edge xy, we have
gR(yx)> 1. Construct a vertex sequence u0, u1, . . . in R as follows. Let u0 = u, u1 = v,
and once ui has been determined, let ui+1 be the unique vertex such that gR(uiui+1) = 1
and ti+1 = gR(ui+1ui)> 1.
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Since G is ﬁnite, the ui are not all distinct. Hence suppose ui = uj for some j > i.
We may assume that j is the smallest integer bigger than i such that ui = uj . The vertex
sequence ui, . . . , uj−1, uj corresponds to the gR-sequence ′ = 1, ti , . . . , 1, tj−1, 1, tj ,
where ti , . . . , tj−1, tj > 1, and by the choice of uj , this is the gR-sequence of a cycle C.
Let gC be the bilabelling of C induced by gR and  the gC-sequence corresponding to ′.
Then = 1, 2, . . . , 1, 2, 1, 2. Hence C does not have a gC − 1-carrier, a contradiction. We
conclude that S =H and so (ii) holds.
(ii)⇒ (i): Property (ii) with H =G states thatG has a 1-carrier. Let e1 be any 1-carrier
of G, and deﬁne f (e1) = 1 and G1 = G − e1. By (ii), G1 has a 1-carrier. Let e2 be any
1-carrier of G1, and deﬁne f (e2)= 2 and G2 =G− e2. Repeat until the edge ordering f
has been deﬁned for all edges of G. Then g is the essence of f . 
4. Altitude of regular graphs with girth at least ﬁve
To show that (G)= k, we must show that each edge ordering ofG has height at least k,
which shows that (G)k, and that there exists an edge ordering of G of height k, which
shows that (G)k. In general, both these statements are difﬁcult to prove, with the former
usually much harder than the latter. Fixing k = 3 we can deduce some properties of the
essence of an edge ordering f in some cases. This enables us to determine whether edge
orderings of height three exist for certain classes of graphs.
We now consider graphs with girth at least ﬁve. This girth restriction for k=3 is essential
when deducing properties of edge sequences of length four, for otherwise such a sequence
may contain a C3 or a C4 and would not form a (4, f )-ascent, even if f increases along the
sequence. (As mentioned in the introduction, the case where ascents may contain cycles is
a different problem.) The following proposition will be used repeatedly.
Proposition 6. Let G be a graph with (G)2, girth at least ﬁve, an edge ordering f with
h(f ) = 3 and essence  = (f ), and an edge uv with (uv)< deg u and (vu)> 1. Then
uv is adjacent to edges vvt , 1 t(vu) − 1, with (vvt ) = t and (vtv) = 1, and edges
uus , (uv)+ 1s deg u, with (uus)= s and (usu)= deg us .
Proof. Let us , where (uv)+1s deg u (respectively, vt , where 1 t(vu)−1) be the
unique vertices adjacent to u (respectively, v) such that (uus)=s (respectively, (vvt )= t).
Note that the ui (respectively, vj ) are all distinct, us = vt and usvt /∈E(G) for each s and t
becauseG has girth at least ﬁve. Suppose (usu)= xs and (vtv)= yt for each s and t . The
path  with vertex sequence vt , v, u, us is a (3, f )-ascent for each s and t . Since h(f )= 3,
 is a maximal f -ascent and so the fact that d(us, vt )2 implies that yt = 1 for each t and
xs = deg us for each s. 
ByVizing’s theorem (see [5, p. 238]) the chromatic index ′(G) satisﬁes(G)′(G)
(G) + 1. Graphs for which the lower (upper) bound holds are called class 1 (class 2)
graphs, respectively. By Proposition 2(iii), (G)′(G), and if G = K4 is a cubic graph,
it is easily seen, (using the forbidden subgraphs C2n+1 and in Fig. 1) that (G)3. Thus
for G a non-complete cubic graph we have 3(G)′(G)4, and if G is class 1, then
(G)= 3.
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Fig. 3. A cubic class 2 graph with altitude three.
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Fig. 4. The Petersen graph has altitude four.
The graph G in Fig. 3 illustrates that class 2 cubic graphs may have altitude three. It is
easily seen that ′(G)=4.Any edge ordering obtained by ﬁrst labelling the thin edges with
integers 1, . . . , 15 as indicated in one case, then the thicker grey edges with 16, 17, 18 and
ﬁnally the thick black edges, has height three; hence (G)= 3.
We use Proposition 6 to show that the Petersen graph, which is class 2, has altitude four.
Proposition 7. The Petersen graph P has altitude four.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that f is an edge ordering of P with h(f )= 3 and consider
the essence  of f . If all edges are carriers, then  corresponds to a 3-edge colouring of
P , which is impossible. Hence there is a switch uv. If there is a (1–3)- or a (2–3)-switch,
then by Proposition 6 (where (uv) = 1 or 2 and (vu) = 3), there is also a (1–2)-switch.
So assume without loss of generality that uv is a (1–2)-switch. By Proposition 6, uv is
adjacent to a 1-carrier vx, a (2–3)-switch uw and a 3-carrier ut . By the symmetry of P we
may assume the above-mentioned edges are those indicated in Fig. 4—note that P is edge
transitive and v, z, q, p, x and v, u,w, p, x are vertex sequences of 5-cycles of P .
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The (2–3)-switch uw is now adjacent to a (2–1)-switchww′ and a 1-carrierww′′ for some
w′, w′′ ∈ N(w). Hence (yw)= (pw)= 1. Suppose ﬁrstly that (wy)= 1 and (wp)= 2.
The (2–1)-switch wp is adjacent to a (2–3)-switch and a 3-carrier. Thus (xp)= (qp)= 3,
from which it follows that (xs)= 2.
Now if (sx)=3, then xs is a (2–3)-switch and by Proposition 6 and a similar argument as
before, (ys)=1, which is impossible since (yw)=1. If (sx)=1, then sx is a (1–2) switch
and by Proposition 6, (px)=1, which is not the case since (pw)=1. Therefore (sx)=2
and xs is a 2-carrier. By Proposition 6, xs is adjacent to two 1-carriers and two 3-carriers.
Thus the existing bilabelling implies that (px)= 3 (hence (pq)= 2), (st)= (ts)= 1,
thus (tq)= 2. But then, regardless of the value of (qt), s, t, q, p, x is the vertex sequence
of a (4, f )-ascent, a contradiction.
We conclude that (wy) = 2 and (wp) = 1. Then by Proposition 6, (sy) = (zy) = 3,
and regardless of the values of (xs) and (sx), the path with vertex sequence v, x, s, y is
a (3, f )-ascent. Since h(f )= 3, it follows that (ys)= 3, so that (yz)= 2. But then yz is
a (2–3)-switch, and by Proposition 6, (vz)= 1, a contradiction. 
While in general it may be difﬁcult to characterize class 2 cubic graphs with altitude three
or four, an application of Proposition 6, allows us to do this for the class of cubic graphs
with girth at least ﬁve, which includes the snarks (cyclically 4-edge connected class 2 cubic
graphs with girth at least ﬁve). If C is a cycle in a cubic graph, then any edge not on C but
incident with a vertex u of C is called a spoke off C, or a spoke off C at u for emphasis.
Theorem 8. Let G be a cubic graph of girth at least ﬁve. The following statements are
equivalent:
(i) (G)= 3.
(ii) G has a bilabelling such that the (2–1)- and (2–3)-switches are alternate edges on a
disjoint union of even cycles, and there are no (1–3)-switches.
(iii) G has a (possibly empty) subgraph H, the disjoint union of even cycles, such that
G−H has a proper 3-edge colouring in colours 1, 2, 3 in which the spokes off H are
coloured alternately (relative to the vertex sequence of each cycle) 1 and 3.
(iv) G has a proper 4-edge colouring in colours 1, . . . , 4 such that all edges coloured 4
appear alternately with edges coloured 2 on disjoint even cycles, and the spokes off
the cycles are coloured alternately 1 and 3.
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii): Let f be an edge ordering of G with height three and essence . If all
edges are carriers, we are done, so suppose as in the proof of Proposition 7 that u0u1 is a
(2–1)-switch. By Proposition 6, u0u1 is adjacent to a (2–3)-switch u1u2, which in turn is
followed by a (2–1)-switch u2u3. Continuing in this way, we eventually reach a vertex uk
such that uk = ui for some i < k, since G is ﬁnite. We may assume that k is the smallest
integer such that this is the case. Note that for each j=1, . . . , k, (ujuj−1)=2, fromwhich
it follows that i = 0, i.e. uk−1uk = uk−1u0, and so u0, . . . , uk−1 is a cycle C.
Suppose uk−1u0 is a (2–1)-switch. By Proposition 6, u0 is incident with a (2–3)-switch,
which is impossible since (u0u1) = 2 but u0u1 is a (2–1)-switch. Therefore uk−1u0 is
a (2–3)-switch and so C is an even cycle. Moreover, Proposition 6 implies that for any
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j ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}, the edge not on C incident with uj is a 1-carrier if j is even and a
3-carrier if j is odd. Hence the cycles formed by the 2–1- and (2–3)-switches are disjoint.
Now suppose that there is a (1–3)-switch uv. By Proposition 6, uv is adjacent to a (2–1)-
switch vv′ and a 1-carrier vv′′. But then vv′ does not lie on a cycle consisting of 2–1- and
(2–3)-switches, contradicting the ﬁrst part of the result.
(ii) ⇒ (iii): Let g be a bilabelling satisfying (ii). If there are no switches, then g corre-
sponds to a 3-edge colouring of G and (iii) is true with H empty. Hence suppose C is an
even cycle consisting of alternating (2–1)- and (2–3)-switches. Let u be a vertex on C that
lies between a (2–1)- and a (2–3)-switch and let v be the vertex such that uv is not on C.
Then uv is not a switch and g(uv)= 3. Hence uv is a 3-carrier. Similarly, if u is a vertex on
C common to a (2–3)- and a (2–1)-switch, then uv is a 1-carrier.
For i = 1, 2, 3, colour each i-carrier with colour i; obviously no vertex is incident with
two edges of the same colour. Only disjoint even cycles remain to be coloured, and each
spoke off such a cycle C is coloured 1 or 3, with 1 and 3 alternating. Let H consist of the
uncoloured cycles.
(iii) ⇒ (iv): Consider a 3-edge colouring which satisﬁes (iii). Colour the edges of H
alternately 2 and 4 to obtain the desired 4-edge colouring.
(iv) ⇒ (ii): Consider a 4-edge colouring which satisﬁes (iv). Let H consist of all even
cycles containing edges coloured 4. Let g be the bilabelling of G such that each e ∈
E(G−H) coloured i is an i-carrier, i = 1, 2, 3, and each uv ∈ E(H) is either a (2–1)- or
a (2–3)-switch (with alternating types of switches), depending on the labels of the spokes
off H at u and v.
(ii) ⇒ (i): Let g be a bilabelling satisfying (ii) and consider an arbitrary cycle C of
G. If C contains a g − 1-carrier, we are done. So suppose C has no g − 1-carrier. If C
consists of g-switches only, then C consists of alternating gC−1- and gC−2-carriers. If C
consists of g-carriers only, then C consists of alternating g − 2- and g − 3-carriers, which
are gC −1- and gC −2-carriers, respectively. If C contains g-carriers as well as g-switches
(but no g− 1-carriers), then C contains at least two consecutive g-switches, a (2–3)-switch
followed by a (2–1)-switch, and the latter is a gC − 1-carrier. Thus by Theorem 5, g is
essential.
Let f be an edge ordering with essence g. It is simple to verify that there are no (4, f )-
ascents and thus h(f )= 3. Since obviously (G)3, the proof is complete. 
Although conditions (iii) and (iv) are trivially equivalent, we mention both of them be-
cause (iii) is easier to use, while (iv) concerns the existence of a proper 4-edge colouring of
G with certain properties. When using (iii) it is often sufﬁcient to give only the even cycles
comprisingH . By then colouring the edges ofG.H incident with vertices ofH alternately
1 and 3, the entire 3-edge colouring of G.H is forced; see Fig. 6 for examples.
This method shows that, for example, the following snarks have altitude three, where
the numbers refer to the numbers of the snarks in [13, pp. 276–281]: Sn3 (Blanus˘a snark
2 with 18 vertices, Fig. 5), Sn5 (Fig. 6), Sn7, Sn8, Sn28 (Loupekine’s snark 1, Fig. 6),
Sn29 (Loupekine’s snark 2), Celmins-Swart snark 1 (Fig. 6). Figs. 7 and 8 show that all
the Blanus˘a Type 1 and Type 2 snarks with at least 26 vertices have  = 3. The 3-edge
colourings of the encircled parts are repeated as often as necessary for larger graphs. For
Type 2 the subgraph H guaranteed by Theorem 8(iii) consists of two disjoint 6-cycles.
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Blanusa snark 2; 18 vertices
Altitude = 3
3
Fig. 5. A 4-edge colouring and a bilabelling which show that (Sn3)= 3.
Sn5
Sn28 (Loupekine’s snark 1)
Celmins-Swart snark 1
3 3
3 3
3 3
1
1
1
1
1
Fig. 6. Snarks with altitude three.
5. Regular graphs with altitude four
By adapting the computer program used in [3] to essential labellings, which greatly
reduced the running time of the program, we showed that the following snarks have altitude
four: Sn2 (Blanus˘a snark 1, 18 vertices), Sn6, Sn9 and the ﬂower snark J5.
The ﬂower snarks J2n+1, n2, deﬁned by Isaacs [11] are constructed as follows. Let
Cu = u0 . . . u2n, Cv = v0 . . . v2n, Cw =w0 . . . w2n be three disjoint 2n+ 1-cycles. Replace
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Blanuša Type 1:
26 vertices
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1
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1
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22 22
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Fig. 7. Blanus˘a Type 1 snarks with at least 26 vertices have altitude three.
Blanuša Type 2:
26 vertices
Blanuša Type 2:
34 vertices
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1
1
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1
1
Fig. 8. Blanus˘a Type 2 snarks with at least 26 vertices have altitude three.
the edges v0v2n and w0w2n by v0w2n and w0v2n; this forms a cycle Cvw = v0 . . . v2nw0 . . .
w2nC4n+2. Add 2n+ 1 vertices t0, . . . , t2n and join each ti to ui , vi and wi . (See Fig. 9.
The illustrations of J5, . . . , J11 in [13, pp. 276, 281] are not in fact these graphs, but class
1 graphs.) The ﬂower snarks have been studied extensively and the following result may be
an interesting addition to their list of properties.
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ti
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(d)(c)
yi
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u0
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yi
zi-1
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yi+j
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zi zi+j
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3
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ti+1
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1
21
11
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3
3 3
titi-1
Fig. 9. Cycles on J5.
Theorem 9. The ﬂower snarks J2n+1, n2, have altitude four.
Proof. Suppose (J2n+1) = 3. Let H be a subgraph of J2n+1 and  a 3-edge colouring
of J2n+1 − H such that Theorem 8(iii) is satisﬁed. We investigate the even cycles C of
J2n+1 as candidates for H . We do not necessarily use least residues (modulo 2n + 1) for
the subscripts of ui (or ti); instead, if we write ui (or ti) when i > 2n, we mean the vertex
ui−2n−1 (or ti−2n−1). Similarly, if we write vi (respectively, wi) when i > 2n, we, mean
wi−2n−1 (respectively, vi−2n−1).
If C does not contain any of the vertices ti , then C = Cvw. The spokes off Cvw are the
edges incident with the vertices ti , and are alternately coloured 1 and 3. Hence the edges tiui
are coloured 2, so that the edges uiui+1 are coloured alternately 1 and 3. This is impossible
as Cu = u0 . . . u2n is an odd cycle; hence Cvw is not a subgraph of H .
If ti lies on C, then ti joins xi and yi for some xi, yi ∈ {ui, vi, wi}, and if {zi} =
{ui, vi, wi} − {xi, yi}, then zi may or may not be on C. Suppose C contains q1 vertices
ti . Then C consists of q consecutive paths B1, . . . , Bq on the cycles Cu and Cvw, each
consecutive two of which (or if q=1, the endvertices of B1) are joined by a vertex ti . These
paths can either have the same orientation onCu andCvw, i.e. all of the type xixi+1xi+2 . . .,
for some i and some xi ∈ {ui, vi, wi}, which we shall call clockwise, or of the type
xixi−1xi−2 . . ., whichwe shall call counterclockwise, or theymay be amixture of clockwise
and counterclockwise paths. We show that the former case does not occur.
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Lemma 9.1. The paths B1, . . . , Bq do not all have the same orientation on Cu and Cvw.
Proof. Suppose they do, and assume without loss of generality this is a clockwise orienta-
tion. Let ti ∈ V (C) and deﬁne xi, yi, zi as above, assuming in addition that xixi+1 ∈ E(C)
(thus also yi−1yi ∈ E(C)). If zi /∈V (C), then traversing C along yitixixi+1, we reach yi
again the next time we encounter the subscript i (mod 2n + 1). Therefore each subscript
0, . . . , 2n appears exactly once (modulo 2n+1) in the vertex sequence xi, xi+1 . . . , yi−1yiti
of C, except those subscripts j such that tj ∈ V (C), which appear three times. See Fig.
9(a) for such a cycle on J5. Hence C has length 2n+ 1− q + 3q = 2(n+ q)+ 1, which is
odd.
Therefore zi ∈ V (C), and each subscript appears twice (modulo 2n + 1) in the vertex
sequence of C, except the above-mentioned subscripts j that appear four times. Hence C
has length 2(2n+ 1)− q + 4q = 2(2n+ q + 1)+ q, which is even if and only if q is even.
Also, J2n+1 − C does not contain an even cycle, for there are not enough vertices left for
another cycle such as C, and any cycle containing both clockwise and counterclockwise
paths contains at least two vertices in {uj , vj , wj } for some j , which is impossible since C
contains at least two of them.
Traversing C along the path yi−1yitixixi+1, let i + j be the ﬁrst index such that ti+j
lies on C, so that this path extends to D = yi−1yitixixi+1 . . . xi+j ti+j ri+j , where ri+j ∈
{yi+j , zi+j } and xixi+1 . . . xi+j is one of the pathsBl . Since q is even, i+j /≡ i (mod 2n+
1). Suppose ri+j = yi+j . (See Fig. 9(b).)
If yiyi+1 . . . yi+j is internally disjoint from C (i.e. the only vertices it has in common
with C are yi and yi+j ), then zi−1zizi+1 . . . zi+j zi+j+1 is a path on C. The spoke tizi
off C at ti has the same colour as the spoke xi+kti+k off C at xi+k for each odd integer
1k < j , and the spoke yi+j yi+j−1 at yi+j if j is odd, or the spoke ti+j zi+j at ti+j if
j is even. Say (tizi) = 1. Then for each even integer 2kj , (zi+kti+k) = 1, where
zi+kti+k is the spoke off C at zi+k . Further, the spokes yiyi+1 and zi+kti+k for each odd
integer 1kj , and, if j is even, the spoke yi+j yi+j−1, all have colour 3. Therefore
for each integer 1k < j , (ti+kyi+k) = 2, so that the edges yi+1yi+2, yi+2yi+3, …,
yi+j−1yi+j are alternately coloured 1 and 3. Speciﬁcally,(yi+kyi+k+1)=3 if k is even and
(yi+kyi+k+1)=1 if k is odd. But then(yi+j−1yi+j )=3 if j is odd and(yi+j−1yi+j )=1
if j is even, neither of which is the case.
This shows that yiyi+1 . . . yi+j is not internally disjoint from C. But then there exist
k, l with i < k < l < i + j such that zk−1zktkyk . . . yl tlzlzl+1 is a path on C, and such that
no ts with k < s < l lies on C. Repeating the above argument for zk−1zktkyk . . . yl tlzlzl+1
instead of yi−1yitixixi+1 . . . xi+j ti+j yi+j , and noting that zkzk+1 . . . zl is internally disjoint
from C, we obtain a similar contradiction, from which we conclude that ri+j = zi+j , i.e.
D = yi−1yitixixi+1 . . . xi+j ti+j zi+j .
Repeating the above argument and relabelling if necessary so that t0, u0 ∈ V (C), we
have thus shown that without loss of generality (and without reducing subscripts)
C = t0u0 . . . ui1 ti1vi1 . . . vi2 ti2wi2 . . . wi3 ti3ui3 . . . viq−1 tiq−1wiq−1 . . . wiq tiq , (1)
where iq = 4n+ 2 and tiq = t0.
Again considering the path D = yi−1yitixixi+1 . . . xi+j ti+j zi+j on C, it is evident (see
Fig. 9(c)) that there exists k with i < k < i + j such that zi−1 . . . zk−1zktkyk is a path on
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C, and the previous argument ensures that there is exactly one such k in the given range,
so that this path extends toD′ = zi−1 . . . zk−1zktkyk . . . yi+j yi+j+1 along C. Traversing C
along D′, let k + l be the next index (after k) such that tk+l lies on C, so that D′ extends
to D′′ = zi−1 . . . zk−1zktkyk . . . yi+j . . . yk+l tk+lrk+l . By a similar argument as that for D,
rk+l = xk+l ; now D′′ = zi−1 . . . zk−1zktkyk . . . yi+j . . . yk+l tk+lxk+l .
We have proved that whenever ti ∈ V (C) for some i, and ti+j is the next vertex in
{t0, . . . , t2n} encountered along C, there is a unique integer k with i < k < i + j such that
tk ∈ V (C), and if tk+l is the next vertex (after tk) in {t0, . . . , t2n} encountered along C, then
i + j is the unique integer with k < i + j < k + l such that ti+j ∈ V (C).
Therefore, considering the vertex sequence of C as given in (1), the open interval (t0, ti1)
contains a unique integer tij such that tij ∈ V (C). Since the vertices on C between t0 and
ti1 are u0, . . . , ui1 , none of the ui are adjacent to tij on C. ThusN(tij )∩V (C)={vij , wij },
i.e. vij tij wij lies on C. Similarly, tij+1 ∈ (ti1 , ti2), etc. On the other hand, t0 ∈ (tij−1 , tij ).
But t0 = tiq , so tiq ∈ (tij−1 , tij ). Hence we have the sequence
tij ∈ (t0, ti1), tij+1 ∈ (ti1 , ti2), . . . tiq ∈ (tij−1 , tij ). (2)
Since tij , tij+1 , . . . , tiq are all distinct, |{tij , tij+1 , . . . , tiq }|=q−j+1.But there are j intervals
that appear in (2). Hence q − j + 1= j , i.e. q = 2j − 1, which is odd, a contradiction. 
By Lemma 9.1 there exists a path xi−1xitiyiyi−1 on C. Note that the spokes xi−1x′
and yi−1y′ off C at xi−1 and yi−1 have the same colour, say (xi−1x′) = (yi−1y′) = 1.
Thus xi−2xi−1 and yi−2yi−1 are not both edges on C, for otherwise xi−1x′ = xi−1ti−1 and
yi−1y′ = yi−1ti−1, so that two edges incident with ti−1 have the same colour.
Suppose xi−2xi−1 ∈ E(C) and yi−2yi−1 /∈E(C). Then xi−2xi−1xitiyiyi−1ti−1 is a path
on C, xi−1x′ = xi−1ti−1 and so ti−1 is adjacent to zi−1 on C. But then xi−1ti−1 is the
spoke off C at xi−1 and at ti−1, and so has colour 1, which is not the case as the colours
of the spokes alternate and the spoke off C at ti−1 should have colour 3. Hence E(C) ∩
{xi−2xi−1, yi−2yi−1}=∅, i.e. C= xi−1xitiyiyi−1ti−1, as in Fig. 9(d). The spokes off C are
xi−1xi−2, xixi+1, tizi , yiyi+1, yi−1yi−2, ti−1zi−1, sequentially, and
(xi−1xi−2)= (tizi)= (yi−1yi−2)= 1,
(xixi+1)= (yiyi+1)= (ti−1zi−1)= 3. (3)
By Lemma 9.1, if C′ is another component ofH , then the paths B ′1, . . . , B ′q ′ of C
′ on Cu
and Cvw are also a mixture of clockwise and counterclockwise paths, and so C′ is a 6-cycle
of the same type asC. ThereforeE(C′)∩{zi−2zi−1, zi−1zi, zizi+1}=∅. Hence these edges
are coloured 1, 2 or 3.
By (3), (zi−1zi)= 2, so (zi−2zi−1)= 1 and (zizi+1)= 3. Hence
(xi−1xi−2)= (yi−1yi−2)= (zi−1zi−2)= 1 (4)
and
(xixi+1)= (yiyi+1)= (zizi+1)= 3. (5)
But now by (4) no edge incident with ti−2 can be coloured 1, and by (5) no edge incident
with ti+1 can be coloured 3. Therefore ti−2, ti+1 ∈ V (H).
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Let C′ be the 6-cycle of H containing ti+1. Then two of xi+1, yi+1 and zi+1 are on
C′, and since (xixi+1) = (yiyi+1) = (zizi+1) = 3, we may assume without loss of
generality that xi+1 and yi+1 are, so thatC′ =xi+1xi+2ti+2yi+2yi+1ti+1.As forC it follows
that (zi+1ti+1)= (xi+2xi+3)= (yi+2yi+3)= (zi+2zi+3)= 1, and hence that ti+3 ∈
V (H). Continuing this process we see that each t0, . . . , t2n lies on a 6-cycle, each such
6-cycle contains exactly two of these vertices, and the 6-cycles are pairwise disjoint. This
is impossible because 2n+ 1 is odd.
Thus there are no even cycles as components of H , so that H is empty and J2n+1 is
3-edge colourable, a contradiction since ′(J2n+1)= 4 as shown in [11]. 
Wehave not compared other properties of snarks, such as the various kinds of reducibility,
criticality, bicriticality, hypohamiltonicity (e.g. the ﬂower snarks are bicritical [12] and
hypohamiltonian [9]), oddness, etc. with altitude three versus altitude four snarks. Perhaps
some keen snark hunters somewhere will be interested in pursuing such a comparison.
Another application of Proposition 6 shows that graphs with minimum degree at least
four and girth at least ﬁve have altitude at least four.
Theorem 10. If G has minimum degree at least four and girth at least ﬁve, then (G)4.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that f is an edge ordering of G with essence  = (f )
and h(f )= 3. If there is a (2.l)-switch uv for some l3, then by Proposition 6 there is a
(2–1)-switch vv′. On the other hand, if there is a 2-carrier uv, then, applying Proposition 6
twice, there is a (3. deg v′)-switch vv′ and consequently a (2–1)-switch v′v′′. Since there
are either 2-carriers or (2.l)-switches for l = 2, we may assume without loss of generality
that there is a (2–1)-switch u0u1. By Proposition 6 there is a (2. deg u2)-switch u1u2, which
in turn is followed by a (2–1)-switch u2u3. Continuing, we see as in the proof of Theorem
8 that the (2–1)- and (2. deg u2i+2)-switches u2iu2i+1 and u2i+1u2i+2, respectively, occur
alternately on disjoint unions of even cycles. Note in particular that
for any (2.1)-switch uv, any edge uw with
(uw)= deg u is a (2. deg u)-switch. (6)
Applying Proposition 6 twice and using (G)4, u0u1 is also followed by a (3. deg v2)-
switch u1v2, which in turn is followed by a (2–1)-switch v2v3. But then the (2–1)-switch
v2v3 and the adjacent (3. deg v2)-switch u1v2 contradict (6). 
Corollary 11. If G is r-regular, r4, with girth at least ﬁve, then (G)4.
We ﬁnally construct a class of 4-regular graphsGk with girth ﬁve and altitude four. For k
even, k6, let C4k have vertex sequence u0, . . . , u4k−1. For each even integer i, join ui to
ui+4 (mod 4k) to form two disjoint k-cycles u0, u4, . . . , u4k−4 and u2, u6, . . . , u4k−2. Call
the resulting graph Hu, and let Hv be another (disjoint) copy of Hu with vertex sequence
v0, . . . , v4k−1, where vi corresponds to ui for each i. For each odd integer i, join ui to vi
and vi+4 (mod 4k); these edges form two disjoint 2k-cycles. The resulting graph is Gk ,
which is illustrated in Fig. 10 for k = 6. (The bold numbers refer to the subscripts i of ui
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Fig. 10. A 4-regular graph with girth ﬁve and altitude four.
and vi .) Clearly, Gk is 4-regular, and a brief scrutiny reveals that Gk has no 3- or 4-cycles,
while for example u0, u1, u2, u3, u4 is the vertex sequence of a 5-cycle.
By Corollary 11, (Gk)4. The 4-edge colouring obtained by colouring the edges
of the four disjoint k-cycles u0, u4, . . . , u4k−4, u2, u6, . . . , u4k−2, v0, v4, . . . , v4k−4 and
v2, v6, . . . , v4k−2, and the two disjoint 2k-cycles u1, v5, u9, . . . , u4k−3, v1 and u3, v7,
u11, . . . , u4k−1, v3 alternately 1 and 2, and the edges of the two disjoint 4k-cycles alter-
nately 3 and 4 (normal type numbers in Fig. 10) shows that (Gk)= ′(Gk)= 4.
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